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1 Intro 
 

Welcome to EZ Animator. This is your one stop shop for making animated movies. EZ 

Animator is an application that lets someone with nothing more than the ability to use a 

computer, to create animations. We provide you with an easy to use interface, a bunch of 

props and a time bar. So, in order to make life easy - we provide you with characters, 

objects and backgrounds ready to go. Then, using the slider bar to set the time in your 

movie, you can add props where you like and manipulate them with a simple set of buttons. 

For characters - traditionally the hardest part of animations - we have in built lip synching, 

pre-defined walks and poses, and highly customisable parts. So to create your animated 

movie, start up - drop in a background and a character, select the character and get them 

to talk. Move the slider bar to a time after they have talked, and select an action (walk) 

for them to do, and EZ animator will take care of the rest. 

When you are done you can publish your movie to a movie file (.avi or any supported 

formats) and even publish straight to YouTube.  

Haven’t found the prop you are looking for?  

Sketch it up and just import it. 

Want to make a movie about your friends?  

Grab some photos of them and import their faces onto one of our characters- their 

mouths will even move and they‟ll be able to do all the same actions. 

Want to record sound for your movie?  

EZ Animator allows you to record your voice on the fly, picking up whatever mic it finds. 

Won’t I have to render to see my results every time?  

No - everything you do is viewable instantly.  

I don’t’ like reading manuals.....No problem - press the „?‟ on the main interface and you 

will see a series of interactive tutorials that will guide you through some of the main 

features allowing you to carry out the task with guidance. 

I don’t see any measurements for precise placing of objects.... 

There isn‟t any - this program is about placing objects somewhere that looks okay and 

doing the movie in the shortest time possible. 

What is a frame?  

 Each second is divided into 25 frames. A second can be a long time in animation, so you 

need control at a finer scale than seconds. So time is represented as 

Minutes:Seconds:Frames. 

 

Let‟s get started! 
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2 How Much Control Do I Have? 
 

EZ Animator allows you to do all the usual manipulation of objects, such as moving and 

scaling. However, when it comes to the characters, you can grab any of their limbs using 

„pose‟ and position them any way you want to. This means that you are not restricted to the 

poses or animations that ship with EZ Animator.  

 

You have full control over the camera. You can zoom in, zoom out and pan. Simply go to a 

particular time and set the camera position and zoom factor. It will stay like that until you 

change it. There are more complicated camera controls available but that‟s for another 

section. 

 

Characters added can be completely customized with most clothes having a choice of 

colours. So even with the initial three characters shipped, (with more on the way), there 

are hundreds of possible combinations.   

 

One of the best features is the ability to take in a face from a photo and apply it to one of 

the standard characters. It will replace the cartoon head with the photo you have 

imported, and when the character is talking, the jaw on the photograph face will move. 

Easily add new backgrounds by importing a nice picture you took on holidays and making it 

your backdrop. In the same way, you can add an object by simply taking a photo of it and 

using the import object feature to cut it out of the photo and have it permanently added 

to your collection. 

 

If you want to add sound instead of speech bubbles, EZ Animator will automatically detect 

your microphone. When you get an object or character to talk, add a sound and go „create 

sound‟ and it will allow you to record your voice there and then. As you hit the playback 

button it will not only play your animations without delay, it will also play the recorded 

voices and sounds. 

 

In addition, if you select „advanced features‟ from the options list you will see a button at 

the bottom of the screen, „scene list‟ that will list all the objects and actions associated 

with them that gives you a greater degree of control. 

 

 

The possibilities are endless. 
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3 What Are The Main Ideas I Need to Know? 
 

The core idea of EZ Animator is this:  

Timebar: Move your time bar to a given time in the scene and do something. It will then 

happen at that point. If you move to the 30 second mark and get a character to walk for 5 

seconds, then the character will walk from 30 to 35 seconds.  

 

Buttons At The Top Of The Screen: EZ Animator has a set of possible actions that can 

be applied to objects (move, talk etc). Available ones will appear along the top when you 

select an item in the scene (which will then surround it with a box and cross hair). So you 

will see that „talk‟ won‟t be available for a background. So if you learn to scale a 

background, the same method will be used to scale a character. 

So, remember: 

“Go do a time in the movie and do something at that time” 

 

Cameras: The same applies for camera manipulation - go to a point in time and set the 

camera and it will stay like that until you change it at a different time. 

Use the „camera view/canvas view‟ to change what you are editing from the view from the 

camera (which is what will be seen when you produce the movie) to the edit view (which is 

easier for adding objects etc. When in edit mode, the view from the camera will be 

denoted by a red rectangle. 

 

Scenes: Each movie can have several scenes. If you have more than once scene in the 

movie, when you publish the movie it will stitch them all together. 

Right Click generally means „commit‟ or „deselect‟. 

 

Second chance: If you see a tick and cross in the top right of the screen this means that 

while you are carrying out the current manipulation (e.g. move) if you are not happy and 

want to start again you can hit the „x‟ and it will snap back. If you hit the tick it will 

commit. (Or you could have used the right mouse to do the same thing) 

 

Tool Tips: Hover the mouse over a button and leave it for a few seconds and you will get 

information about that button as well as any shortcut key if available. 

 

QuickSave/ QuickLoad: As you progress through your movie, it is a good idea to hit „F8‟ 

any time you feel you are happy with progress. This will do a save without any prompts. If 

you mess up, you can just hit „F9‟ and it will reload at this point. 
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Shortcut Keys: There are a lot of shortcut keys that are useful. These are available in the 

application itself. Just press the „?‟ button. 

 

Frame by Frame Animation: There are four keys in a row QWER that are, in order, 

previous second, previous frame, next frame and next second. These are useful keys if you 

want to do some of your own animation. So if you have a character selected and have 

locked a limb (using „L‟ ) that you want to pose, you can move the arm, hit „E‟ (next frame& 

commit)  then move the arm (using the mouse wheel) and press „E‟ and keep doing this. This 

will give you control over custom animation - more detail on this in a later section. 

 

Keeping track of all these actions: As you apply various actions to an item, some that 

take a length of time, you will see marks appear on the time bar. These markings show the 

occurrence of actions for the currently selected item. The color of the indicator 

corresponds to the colour appearing above the action buttons on the top of the screen. In 

addition, the play controls have a next and previous action that will take you through them 

in sequence. 
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4 Give Me The Quick Start Information 
 

Find and run “EZ Animator” from the start menu.  

Select „New‟ from the main menu. 

 Click on „Blank Movie‟  

Type in the name you want for your movie and continue 

You will now be in the main editing area. 

Click on „Add Prop‟ to start creating. 
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5 Adding An Item To The Scene 
 

Press the “Add Prop” button. The movie will be pretty boring if we don‟t add something 

into our scene.  

  
 

Here you will see six different options: 

 

 
Objects: Add an object to the scene. (E.g. tables, trees, bottles of water) 

Actors: Add a character to the scene. If you select this option you can pick a base 

character and you will be brought from there to the customisation screen where you can 

decide their look. 

Backgrounds:  Add a backdrop for your scene. You can add more than one, and have them 

side by side.   

Import Object: Select a photo from the computer and chop an object out of it to be 

permanently added to your collection. 

Import Face: Select a photo from the computer and cut it out to have it added as the 

head of one of the standard characters. 

Import Background: Select a photo from the computer and have it added permanently as a 

selectable background. 
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If you select an object you will need to narrow down the selection by then selecting a sub 

category and then finally deciding on the object. You will see a preview of the object. Note 

that most objects, after you add them will ask you to pick their fill color or colors. 

 

Once an object is added to the scene and the color is selected it will automatically be 

selected and be in „move‟ mode. So use the mouse to drop it in the position you want. It will 

still stay selected. Right click to de-select. 
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6 Manipulating Objects In The Scene 
 

When you select a character, object or background, some or all of the buttons along the 

top will appear as appropriate.  

 

Tip:  Hovering over any button will give you information about what the button does as well 

as the short cut key. If you are starting off, there is an option on the options screen that 

will show the text of the button on the button.  

 

Please note: Each of these action buttons has a different colored line above it. These 

colors will appear on the time bar as reminder of where actions took place. 

 

Actions available: 

 

 
 

Move: 

 
Sets the current position of an object. If you want the object t move from A to B over a 

period of time then you need to use the action button. Hold the left mouse button down 

and move the mouse. Or you can use the arrow keys. 

 

Scale: 

 
Make the item bigger or smaller. Hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse up 

and down. Or you can use the mouse wheel.  

 

Rotate:  

 
Rotate the item. Hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse up and down. Or you 

can use the mouse wheel.  
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Talk:  

 
Talk allows you to have the character say something (or the object if you want an object 

to talk). Type in what you want them to say and it will appear as a speech bubble. It will 

default the speech bubble appears for based on the letter count. You can change this. In 

this dialog you can also choose to select an audio file from disk and have that played. 

(Please note: only wavs are supported, not mp3s). You can also choose to record your own 

voice. Selecting create will bring up a window for you to record. Even if you use a sound, 

type in the text that the character is saying, because EZ Animator uses the text to 

create the right lip-sync mouth shape. When you publish the movie you can choose to 

select „hide speech bubbles‟ to only use the audio but keep the lip-synching. 

 

Action: 

 
 If this is used on an object it will only move the object from A to B over the requested 

period of time. If this is selected when a character is selected you will be given the option 

to select various walks, actions and poses. You can choose the speed of the animation and 

the length of time the animation will take. When you close this dialog, if it is a walk or an 

animation that will result in the item ending up in a new position you will be asked to place 

the end marker. 

 

View:  

 
In the case of objects or backgrounds, this will simply mirror the current image. If a 

character is selected it will go to the next available view (front/left/back/right).  

 

Customize/Color:  

 
If this is selected for an object, you will be given the option to change the fill color 

applied to the object. If this is selected when a character is selected, it will allow you to 

change their clothes, appearance, as well as their pupil position (resulting in the direction 

they are looking in) mouth shape, and skin color. Please note that customising an object 
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means it is customized at that point in time until further notice. This means that you can 

easily change a characters cloths mid-scene. 

 

Hold: 

 
Use this to attach an object to a character. This can be used to get the character to hold 

an object. But it is not limited to the hand. Any of the limbs can have something attached 

to them, and as the character moves, he object will stay attached to that limb. The 

attached object can be selected, scaled and moved.  

 

Pose:  

 
This is only available for characters. After pressing this button click on the character and 

a yellow box will surround various limbs. Keep the mouse held down to keep this limb 

selected and moving he mouse up and down (or the mouse wheel) you will be able to rotate 

the limb. Right click to commit the new position. Or before right clicking, pose some of the 

other limbs. Pressing the „L‟ key when a limb is selected will lock that selection until you 

press „L‟ again. 

 

Face:  

 
This is only available for characters. This will provide a set of facial expressions for the 

characters.  

 

Move Away:  

 
Moves an object further away in the scene. Where two objects overlap use this to choose 

which one is in front. Be careful, using this can send an item behind the background. If 

this happens you can use the scene list to select it and use the „move towards‟ button to 

bring it back. 
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Move Towards: 

 
Moves an object closer to the camera. Where two objects overlap use this to choose which 

one is in front. If the button disappears it means you can‟t move any closer. 

 

Hide: 

 
Hide an object out of view. Useful for consuming objects during the scene. This differs 

from delete in that the object will hide at the time given by the timebar. You can select 

the object from the scene list and un-hide it at a later time. If you delete an object it will 

remove it from the whole scene. 

 

Delete: 

 
Destroy an object completely from the whole scene. 

 

 

Any of these actions applied to an object will appear in the scene list.  
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7 Buttons At The Bottom Of The Screen 
 

Please note: Some of these buttons are hidden the first time you run the program to keep 

things simple. In order to unhide them, go to the options screen and select „expert mode’. 

  

Bottom Buttons 

 
 

Help  

  
The help screen contains 4 sources of help.  

  Tutorials: (Interactive tutorials) Select a tutorial and press „Run Tutorial‟. This will guide 

you button by button through various features. 

   Shortcuts: A list of all the available shortcuts that will save you time. 

   I’m New: A quick overview of EZ Animator. 

   Online: This will launch the default web browser and attempt to connect to          

  www.ezanimator.com 

 

Options 

 
The options screen contains the following: 

 Save: Saves the current scene that you are working on. 

 Publish Folder: Opens the folder that all published movies are stored using windows 

explorer. 

 Expert Mode: Check this to enable the advanced features such as camera controls 

and the scene list. This is switched off by default to ease you into the program. 

 Show Tool Tips: Hovering the cursor over a button will give you information on the 

function of the button as well as any shortcut keys if available. Check this to 

disable this feature. (On by default). 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ezanimator.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGSG1UyGTH8Uc51wMcUBxfMKaBg7g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ezanimator.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGSG1UyGTH8Uc51wMcUBxfMKaBg7g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ezanimator.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGSG1UyGTH8Uc51wMcUBxfMKaBg7g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ezanimator.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGSG1UyGTH8Uc51wMcUBxfMKaBg7g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ezanimator.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGSG1UyGTH8Uc51wMcUBxfMKaBg7g
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 Character Auto-blink: If this is checked, all characters added will blink at random 

intervals. (On by default) 

 Show Text Over Icons: The icons/buttons used to manipulate objects and the 

icons/buttons along the bottom of the main screen can have text printed on them 

to help you remember which button does what. 

 Show Edit Box When Adding a New Item: When you add a new object, a message 

box automatically pops up asking you to name the object you have just added. If you 

would prefer this message box not to come up, and for EZ Animator to assign a 

default name, then uncheck this option. (On by default). 

 Duration of Scene: If the scene you are working on isn‟t long enough, or is too long, 

you can change it at any time by adjusting the time here. Having a scene too long, 

for example, set to three minutes, when there is only something happening in the 

first thirty seconds means that producing the movie (rendering the movie) 

needlessly long. In addition, very long scenes will require extra processing power, so 

if your computer is old, it‟s better to limit your scene to one or two minutes. 

 

Lock Backgrounds  

   
Backgrounds, once added, by default are not selectable. If they were you would keep 

clicking on them all the time unintentionally. You can easily select the background using the 

scène list, or you can click this button to enable background selection, meaning you‟ll just 

be able to click on it to select it. It is a good idea to turn this off again when you are 

finished manipulating the background. 

 

Cameras  

 
Click on this button to bring up the camera screen. There are two modes of operation in 

the camera screen: basic and advanced. In basic you just set the camera where you want it 

at a point in time and it will stay like that until it is changed. In addition there is an 

advanced mode where you can set up several cameras and get greater control. See the 

section on cameras for greater detail. 

 

Scene List 
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The Scene-List provides a high degree of control over all the objects in the scene. You 

need never go into this screen and still make movies just fine, but if you want that extra 

bit of control, it may be worth while getting to grips with this screen. The list down the 

left is a list of all the objects in the scene. The big list taking up most of the screen is a 

list of all the events that occurred. If you click on an object on the left, it will list just 

the events associated with that object. Use this screen to  

 Select objects manually 

 Unhide objects 

 Copy an action to a different time 

 Go to the time in the scene a particular action occurred 

 Edit an event (for example, choosing a „Talk‟ event to edit would bring you to that 

point in time and open up the speech dialog for you to edit. 

 Delete an event. This is a good way to get rid of all the actions associated with an 

object you have in the scene.  

 Rename an object  

 Lock an object for selection (useful for locking objects that you are happy with and 

don‟t want edited by mistake). 

 

See the Scene List Section for more detail. 

 

Edit View/Camera View:  

 
Click this to switch between seeing the view from the camera you have selected or the 

edit view. When you are editing a scene, it is easier to work in the Edit View, because you 

will be able to pan around the canvas, zoom in and out. When in Edit View the current 

camera view will be denoted by a red rectangle, so you will be able to see what falls in and 

out of the viewing area. The time bar will display text indicating whether the view is the 

Edit View or the Camera View. 

 

Save:  

 
Click on this to save your scene. 
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Publish: 

 
Click on this button to launch the publish screen. From here you will be able to convert 

your scene into a movie file (usually an .avi file) or upload it directly to YouTube. (You will 

require your own login details. Please note: EZ Animator does not store your YouTube 

details for your own security, so you will need to enter them every time you upload.) 

See the „Publish‟ section for more details. 

 

Exit: 

 
Return to the edit scene screens. From here you can exit to the main menu. If you have 

made changes you will be prompted to save them.  

Please note: If you press the standard windows close icon on the top right (the standard 

windows close, beside the minimum and maximum icons) it will close the application 

instantly without saving.  
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8 Creating A New Movie 
 

There are three screens to go through after you hit „NEW MOVIE‟. 

 

Screen 1: 

 
This screen gives you the option to start from scratch on a new movie (Blank Movie), or 

load from a template (Use Template). If you select „Use Template‟ it will start your new 

movie populated with a core scene corresponding to the thumbnail you have selected.  
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Screen 2:  

 
On this screen you will be required to enter the name of the movie you are about to 

create. If you leave this first field blank (where it says type the name of your movie) you 

will be prompted to enter some text. Simply click on the box and start typing. 

 

The number of scenes defaults to one. If you want several scenes in your movie you can up 

this number, and when you go to publish they will all appear on after the next in sequence. 

 

The duration of the scene is the length you want your movie to be. One to Three minutes is 

generally a good length. This length can be changed from within the options screen if you 

wish to make longer at any stage. 

 

Select the canvas aspect ratio: This will set the aspect ratio for the editing. If you want a 

widescreen production it s better to go for 16:9 ratio. 
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Screen 3: 

 
If you are just dealing with one scene, then you can hit continue. However, if you want to 

add more scenes or even delete a scene you can do it here. In addition you can select the 

scene you want to edit now. 
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9 Loading A Movie 
 

To load a movie you were previously editing, you will need to go through the following three 

screens after clicking on „Load‟ in the main menu. 

 

 

Screen 1:  

 
The select movie to load list will contain a list of all movies found. Click on the one you 

want to load. The list on the right will list all the scenes contained within that move. Select 

the one you wish to edit at this point. The text above the „Continue‟ button will show the 

location of the file on your disk. 
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Screen 2: 

 

 
 

This screen shows you the details of the movie. You can use this screen to change the title 

of the movie. If you press the „Publish Movie‟ button you can go straight to the publish 

screen and render out your movie / upload it to YouTube. 
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Screen 3: 

 

 
Just like the new movie screen, this screen is used to select the scene you wish to edit. 

You can also use this screen to rename any scenes. 
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10 Importing A Face Onto A Character  
 

If you want to make a custom cartoon with your own faces on the characters, you can 

import them from a photo you have taken. Before you start you might want to locate a 

suitable photo. It works best if the face has a neutral expression. If their mouth is open, 

it means when the character is at rest their mouth will always be open.  If you don‟t like 

doing a lot of reading, don‟t worry - just read the first few steps - there are always side 

by side instruction for the importing process. 

Top Tip: The photo doesn‟t have to be the right way around - you can rotate it as part of 

the process. 

Top Tip: A character added at a certain time in the scene will only exist from that moment 

in time on. So don‟t start your import on the last second of the scene if you wanted the 

character in for the whole scene. 

 

Step 1: 

  
To begin, click on ADD PROPS and select the fifth entry on the first list “Import Face” 
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Step 2:  

  
Select the base character you want to use. The imported face will replace this characters 

face. If you want to make up a male character, pick one of the boys for your base, and if 

you want to make up a female character, pick one of the girls. For this example we are 

going to create a female character. 

Click OK to continue 

 

Step 3:  

 
Press the import button to bring up the import screen.  
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Step 4:  

  
This dialog will show you a list of the folders available.  Double click on a folder or file to 

select. 

SELECT: Select the current folder or file. Save as double clicking. 

DRIVE: Change the current logical drive (e.g. c: d: e :) 

UP: Move up one level (so go to a higher folder level) 

 
If pictures are found in the directory, the previews will be generated. When you see the 

one you want, select it and press Ok 
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Step 5: 

  
This screen is just a confirmation screen. If you are happy with the picture selected you 

can continue, or alternatively you can choose a different picture. 

 

Step 6: 

 
On this screen we want to select a rectangular area that contains the head, so that we can 

zoom in on it to cut it out. Click once on the top left of the desired area, and click again on 

the bottom right. You will see a rectangular stipple line drawn. If you are not happy with 

the selection you can click on the top left and bottom right again. You can then right click 

to accept this choice or click on Next. 

If the photo you have chosen is a photo of just the head already, you can just click NEXT 

and it will accept the whole area. 
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Step 7: 

  
This screen is a confirmation screen. It will show you the region you have chosen to work 

on. If you are happy with this click on NEXT. Otherwise you can go back and have another 

go at cropping out the head area by clicking TRY AGAIN. 

 

Step 8: 

 
This screen is used to straighten the head. If it is tilted or lying down flat you can correct 

it here. It is best to aim for the eyes being level. 

LEFT1DEG: Rotate the whole image counter clockwise by 1 degree. 

RIGHT1DEG: Rotate the whole image clockwise by 1 degree 

LEFT 90 DEG: Rotate the whole image counter clockwise by 90 degrees 

RIGHT 90 DEG: Rotate the whole image clockwise by 90 degrees 

RESET: go back to the state as if no rotation buttons were pressed. 

When you are happy, press NEXT 
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Step 9: 

 
Here we are going to cut out the face and hair. Start by clicking on one edge of the head, 

for example, the very top of the hair, and work your way around clockwise, clicking on as 

many points at the edge of the head as possible. You will see a stipple line form around the 

head. If you click on the wrong spot, or want to re-do the last few points, just hit the 

BACKSPACE key.  

 

  
When you have come close to the start point again, just right click and it will close the 

loop.  
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Step 10: 

 
Now it is time to select the mouth. This is the area of the head that will move when the 

character is talking. Traditionally we select a rectangle starting with the lips and working 

down. You can go some distance below the chin to select the region. But you are free to 

select any area you want for this purpose.  

To select the desired area, click once on the top right rectangle, preferably the left side 

of the mouth, and click again on the bottom right of the rectangle, preferably a point 

directly below the right side of the mouth and clear of the chin. 

Right click to accept this cropped area. 
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Step 11: 

 
This is a confirmation screen. This just shows you how the head will look when attached to 

the cartoon character, but is not in position or scaled yet.  This is a chance to see that 

your mouth cut out looks okay. If you are happy, press NEXT, otherwise you can click TRY 

AGAIN to have another go at cutting out the mouth area. 

 

Step 12: 

 
Positioning the head in front view. Using the mouse, grab the head and move it around until 

it is in position on the body. Let some of the neck show to make it look better. You can use 

the buttons to fine tune the position of the head. Using the scale buttons, make the head 

look the correct size in proportion to the body that you would like to see. Make the head 

extra big or extra small if that is the look you would like. It won‟t affect the working of 

EZ Animator. 

When you are happy press NEXT 
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Step 13: 

 
Repeat the same process for the side view.  

 

 

Step 14: 

 
Align eyes: if you want the character to use cartoon eyes then you can use this screen to 

set them up. Position the left eye (as you look at it) by holding down the left mouse button 

and moving the mouse. Position the right eye by holding down the right mouse button and 

moving the mouse. 
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If you do not wish to use the cartoon eyes, then click the DO NOT USE button. Using 

cartoon eyes means that you can have your character blinking and looking in different 

directions, but it does not suit all situations. 

When you are happy, press NEXT 

 

Step 15: 

 
  

Your new character is now added, and you are taken straight to the customisation screen.  

On this screen, assign the character clothes and skin color. 
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Step 16: 

 
 It is a good idea to try and match the cartoon base‟s skin colour with the actual skin color 

of the person in the photo. Now your character is ready to go. Press OKAY to add them to 

the scene. 

 

 

Step 17: 

 

You are done! Your new character is now in the scene and ready to go. 
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11 Scene/Timeline Details   
 

The scene list is only available when „expert mode‟ is switched on at the options page. It 

provides a way to get some more precise control over the whole scene.  

 

 
 

There are two lists: 

Objects List: 

This is the narrow list on the left of the screen. It is a list of all the objects that are 

available at any time in the current scene. Anything that was added with the „Add Prop‟ 

button will appear here. 

If you have ALL selected (the first item on this list), then the list of event appearing in 

the large list is all the events for the entire scene. To select an object, click on the object 

on the list.  This will make this object the item of interest.  

 

Events List: 

This is the large list that takes up most of the screen. This lists all the events, either in 

the whole scene (if ALL is selected) or associated with an individual object (if only that 

object is selected in the objects list). 

Each event corresponds to an action you performed by having the object selected and 

pressing one of the buttons along the top of the screen (e.g. move, talk etc). 
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The description is as follows: 

Time: the time in the scene that this event occurs 

Action: the type of event. This can be scale, talk, customize etc).  

Type: the type of object in question. Either actor, background or prop. 

Name: the name of the object. This name is either the name you gave the object when you 

added it or the auto-name assigned if you choose not to name it. 

Description: additional information, if available. 

Top Tip: The color shading will change on the list to indicate a new time. So if you added a 

lot of objects at the start, they will all appear in while on the list. An event appearing 

shaded will be the first occurrence of an event at a later time. 

 

 

Copy Action: 

If you have applied an action at another time, you can press this to have the same action 

applied to the current time. Useful for replicating the exact position you posed an arm at, 

for example. 

 

Go To Time: 

This will close the scene dialog and move the time bar to exactly that time in the scene. 

 

Edit: 

Edit this event. This is particularly useful for editing action or talk events. It will open, for 

example, the talk dialogue (after closing the scene dialog) and allow you to change the 

details. For example in the case of speech, it will be at the exact start of the speech 

event with the speech filled in for that event.  

 

Delete: 

This deletes the selected event. You can only delete one event at a time. 

 

Select: 

Selects the currently selected object from the objects list. Once selected here, it will be 

selected in the edit screen. This is a useful way to select hidden objects, find lost objects 

or select the background. 

 

Unhide Me: 

This will unhide an object previously hidden. The unhide will happen at the time that you 

have set before entering the scene screen. 
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Rename Box: 

If you want to give your object a meaningful name that will make it easier to find later, 

you can type the name in here. 

 

Allow Select: 

All props and characters are, by default, selectable after being added. This means you can 

click on them to select them from the main screen. However, if you are not going to be 

changing a prop and don‟t want to click on it by accident, you can make it non-selectable 

using this checkbox.  
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12 Time Line Indicators 
 

With all these events for each object, EZ Animator offers a way to help keep track. You 

can always use the scene list, but an easy way to see the events associated with an object 

is to click on the object to select it. Any actions (talk, scale) that you applied will appear as 

notches on the timebar.  

 
You will see the buttons along the top all have a different colored line above (IS IT 

ABOVE OR REBOW) them. This color corresponds to the color of the notch on the time 

bar.  

 

So, for example, if you have added a chair, and at time 0:05 seconds you scaled that chair 

up, you will see, when the chair is selected, a notch on the time bar at 0:05 seconds that is 

the same color as the line UNDER the scale button. If an event occurs over a period of 

time, it will appear as a horizontal bar between two notches to indicate its duration.  

An easy way to navigate between these events is to use the last two buttons of the play 

control. These buttons are „previous action‟ and „next action‟. Use these to easily locate the 

events and edit them.  

 

For example, if you are at the exact time of a talk event and hit the talk button you will 

edit the existing talk event. 
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13 Media Controls 
 

The media controls allow you to preview your movie, or navigate to different times. Your 

movie is always instantly playable so you will see how it looks. Any sounds that you 

recorded or added will be played during playback. For the full effect turn on „camera view‟ 

using the 

   
 button and you will see exactly how the final movie will look. 

 

 
Stop: 

 
go to the start of the movie 

 

Previous Second: 

 
go to this time minus one second 

[Shortcut key: „Q‟] 

 

Previous Frame: 

 
go to the frame before this. Each second is divided into 25 frames.  

[Shortcut key: „W‟] 
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Play/Pause: 

 
play your movie from the current point in time. press again pause. 

 

Next Frame: 

 
go to the next frame. 

[Shortcut key: „E‟] 

 

Next Second: 

 
skip forward by one second. 

[Shortcut key: „R‟] 

 

Top Tip: An easy way to navigate around, time wise, is to rest your fingers on QWER. 

Pressing next frame will commit what you are doing and move to the next frame.  

 

Previous Action:  

 
If an item is selected, this will go to the previous point in time where an event occurred. 

 

Next Action:  

 
If an item is selected, this will go to the next point in time where an event occurred. 
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14 Custom Animations – Move Your Character Your 

Own Way 
 

Each of the characters exist as a skeleton system, that means you can pose them 

whatever way you want at whatever frame. One of the buttons that appears when a 

character is selected is the pose button. This allows you to click on a limb and move it 

using the mouse movement while holding down the left mouse button, or my simply rotating 

the mouse wheel. This is easy to do and fine for putting the character in a different 

position. However, we can build on this to allow you to create your own custom animation 

over a period of time.  

 

Let‟s take an example: Move a characters arm from straight down to straight up over 

about a second, so you see the arm being raised up.  

Do the following: 

1 - Click on a character you have added to the screen. It doesn‟t matter what view they 

are in. 

2 - Click on the pose button along the top of the screen. The cursor will change so you see 

a mini version of the pose icon planted on the cursor. 

3 - Select the characters upper arm by clicking on it. When you click on it to select it, 

keep the left mouse held down, and while it is held down press the „L‟ key. This arm is now 

selected until we de-select it. Let go of the mouse buttons.  

4 - Using the mouse wheel, or by holding down the left mouse and moving the mouse up 

slightly, reposition the arm unit it is a slightly more towards the roof than it was. Now 

press the „E‟ key. This will move to the next frame and at the same time commit the change 

in arm position. (If you don‟t want to use the „E‟ key, you can use the „Next Frame‟ button 

that is part of the playback controls. 

5 - Move the arm again, in the same direction, by rolling the mouse wheel, or moving the 

mouse wheel with the left mouse button held down.  Again, press the ‟E‟ key to move to the 

next frame. 

6- Continue this process until the arm is at its final location. Press „L‟ to release the lock. 

You are done. 

 

If you wish you can go back to the start of this animation sequence and grab the leg and 

do a similar sequence, and like this you can have any of the limbs moving over a period of 

time, at the same time. 
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15 Correcting Mistakes 

Method 1 

It is highly recommended that you make use of the „Quick-save‟ and „Quick-load‟ features.  

Pressing F8 will do a quick save - your movie will be saved without any prompting. Use this 

whenever you complete a short piece of work that you are happy with. 

Pressing F9 will do a quick load - if you have continued on since the last Quick-save doing 

some work that you are not happy with, press Quick-load and you will go back to that point. 

Method 2 

Make sure that the „expert mode‟ has been enabled in the options screen. This will enable 

the scene list button at the bottom of the screen. Click on the object that has some 

animations or events that you are not happy with. Press the scene list and use the events 

list to delete the ones that you would like removed.  

Method 3 

Delete the object that is in question to delete it and the events associated with it. Add it 

to the scene and have another go. 
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16 Cameras and the Camera Screen 
 

On the main editing screen, there is a button to change between the edit view and the 

camera view.  

 
When you are in edit mode, you can see the „whole set‟. The buttons on the right of the 

screen will be enabled to allow you to pan and zoom around the screen. However, when you 

publish your movie, it will publish what it can see from any cameras you have set up. By 

default if you never set a camera, it will be the view from when you start a new movie.  

If you want to get creative and zoom in on a head when it is talking or even follow a 

character as they walk - you can press the camera button on the bottom of the screen to 

do this. 

 

Top Tip: The camera button is hidden until you enable „expert mode‟ on the options screen. 

 

Simple Camera Manipulation: 
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The simplest way to set a camera is to go to the time you want the view (camera) to change 

and press the camera button. Then use the pan, zoom in and zoom out buttons to change 

the view. The camera will now stay at this setting until you set another one at a different 

position. 

Getting The Camera To Move Over Time: 

When you are in the camera screen, you will see a bar down the bottom of the screen that 

will show you the time line. To get the camera to smoothly move from one position to the 

next, or even from far out to close up, go to a point in time and set the camera position. 

Then move the bar along the bottom to move to a different time and use the zoom and pan 

to set the camera to a different position. The instant you hit zoom or pan at this new 

location, a new button will appear „move to / switch too‟. By default, what you have done will 

switch the camera to this new position at this new time, but if you hit this button, it will 

interpolate between the two camera positions, and move from one to the other smoothly.  

Advanced Camera Action: 

 
By default you have one camera that you move around and manipulate for your scene. You 

can, however, have more than one camera. You can think of these cameras as real world 

cameras. So you could set one up to follow one character, and another to follow another 

character, and another again to look at the whole scene. Then you can switch between each 

camera at different times as appropriate. 

To begin you will need to press the advanced camera options button  
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This will show a list box containing any available cameras. You can add new cameras with 

the plus button, delete cameras with the minus button or edit a camera - then in camera 

edit mode/camera select mode you move to time X and select camera you want to switch to 

at that point and click the "Switch to" button to switch the view to that camera at that 

point in time. 
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17 Move / Scale / Rotate 
 

Any object can be moved, scaled or rotated (with the exception of backgrounds and 

speech bubbles which cannot be rotated). 

 

To do this, select the object by clicking on it, which will in turn show the available buttons 

along the top of the screen suitable for that type of object. 

Move:  
 

While your object or character is selected, either press the move button  

 

or press the key „1‟.  The cursor will change to indicate that you are in move mode. 

Now, holding down the left mouse button, move the object around.  When you are happy 

with the new position, press the right mouse button to commit this position. Alternatively 

you can release the left mouse button to leave the object at that position and press the 

tick mark in the top right of the screen : 

 
If you are not happy with the new position, you can press the  

 
to abandon the move. While in move mode, the arrow keys will also allow you to move the 

object around for greater control. Right click again to deselect the object. It stays 

selected so that you can go straight into a scale, rotate or other action. 

Scale: 

When your object or character is selected, either press the scale button  

 

or press the key „2‟. The cursor will change to indicate that you are in scale mode. Now, 

holding down the left mouse button, move the mouse up and down to scale the object. 

When you are happy with the new size, press the right mouse button to commit, or like 
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before use the tick and x marks in the top right of the screen.  You can use the mouse 

wheel to move the scale up and down instead of using the mouse movement.  

Rotate: 

While the item is selected, either press the rotate button  

 

or press the „3‟ key. The cursor will change to indicate that you are now in rotate mode. 

Now, holding down the left mouse button, move the mouse around to rotate the object. 

Alternatively you can use the mouse wheel to achieve the same result. When you are happy 

with the new rotation, press the right mouse button to commit.  
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18 Talk  
 

When we want the characters (or even the objects) to talk, we use the Talk Screen: 

 
 

The large textbox has focus when this screen opens up. Start typing to enter the text you 

want the character to say. This will appear in a text bubble when you close this screen. 

Set Duration: 

This is the length of time that the speech bubble and the lip-synching will last for. As you 

type into the textbox, this time will make a guess as to how long it should remain on screen 

based on the letter count, but you are free to change it. 

Lip Synch 

If this is checked (which it is by default), then your character will move their mouth and 

try to form the correct mouth shape for the time in the sentence. 

Select Speech Bubble 

This is the bubble that the text will appear in. You can change the direction the bubble is 

coming in by selecting the appropriate one.  

Play Audio File 

This allows you to have an audio file played at the same time as the speech is happening.  
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PLEASE NOTE: currently only WAV files are supported – not MP3s. 

If this is checked then you have two options: 

 

Select:  

Browse to a Wav file on your hard drive and use this here. 

 

Create: 

Launches another window that will allow you to record your own voice or sound. It will 

automatically use the current microphone. 

 
 

Hit Start, and then begin to talk or make the appropriate noise. Click on start to stop the 

recording. Hit Ok to return to the previous screen. Your audio file will have been created 

and will be used at the current location. When you are previewing your cartoon with the 

play button, on the main editing screen, any audio found that was set like this will be 

played at the correct time. 
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19 Action 
 

The action screen is where you can get your character to carry out various animations such 

as walking, running, sitting, as well as pose them. For objects, the action screen will only 

allow you to move them from point A to point B over a period of time. So, for example, you 

might use it to get a car to move across the screen. 

Character Actions 

 
 

A character has four headings available: 

Moves: 

Use this to move the character from point A to point B statically – so for example if you 

want them to fly or slide along the ground. They are moving but their body is still. 

Walks Etc: 

This is where you will find your walks and runs. When a character is facing forward, there 

is no sensible walk animation, so it will only display the available animations. If your 

character was facing forward when you entered here and you want them to walk to the 

left, you can select the animation that has them walking to the left and they will 

automatically turn and face the right direction before walking.   
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Upper Body: 

 

Similar to the walks section except that it groups upper body motion such as opening a 

door. 

Poses: 

 

This is a list of poses that you can set the character to. It will pose them and leave them 

like that so there is no period of time associated with it. Remember, if you want an easy 

way to get your character back to their default pose, you can go in here and select 

„Natural Stance‟. 

 

The Other Controls: 

 

Animation Speed: 

If you choose to have your character walk from A to B, you will be asked to set the end 

point, but you may want them to look as if they are running faster or slower – so their legs 

will move faster even talking the same time to get from A to B. As you change the 

animation speed, the preview box will show you how fast the actual animation is going. 

 

Action Duration: 

This is the length of time in the scene it will take to complete the animation. So, for 

example, to walk from one side of the screen to the next might take 3 seconds.  

 

Finish In New Spot: 

On by default for walks etc., this means that when you apply this animation, it will ask you 

to send an end target. So from the time the animation starts to the time it ends it will 

move between its origin and the end point you set.  This makes sense for walks etc but 

might be wanted with some of the other groups. 

 

Keep Last Pose: 

When the animation ends, the character will snap back to the state they were in before 

the animation started. If this is checked, it will keep the final pose. 
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Do Once: 

If you press this then the animation will not loop. For a walk, the first time it finished it‟s 

walk cycle, it would remain like that until the end of the animation time. 

 

All Views: 

Display four preview windows corresponding to the four views the character can have.  

This means, for example, for a walk, you can just pick the correct direction to walk in. 

 

One View: 

Just show the up-close view.  

 

Object Animations 

 

For animating an object, a lot of the options available for the character will be missing. 

Essentially, you can only move an object from A to B, so it is a matter of deciding how long 

you want the move to last. 
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20 Customising A Character 
 

Many characters that are used by EZ Animator will have the ability to be customized. In 

order to do this, press the customize button when you have a character selected. [Note: 

you will automatically go to this screen after adding a new character]. 

 

The customize screen is use change the clothes, skin color, eye position or any other 

aspects available for that character.  

 

When you customise an aspect of the character, it will be applied to all available views 

(front/sides/back). When you are customizing the character, you can use the arrows 

either side of the character to view all available views for that character and see how the 

applied customization looks. 

 

The first list on the left is categories. This is the list of available custom sets. Click on 

one of these to see available options for that set. For example, click on „legs’ to see the 

list of available leg wear e.g. jeans.   

The second list, custom sets will then display all the available options as well as the option 

to press „none‟ to remove any applied customization for that set. Click on the one you want 

to apply.  

 

Top Tip: use the mouse wheel to quickly go through the list. This applies to all lists. 

 

The currently applied list on the right hand side of the screen shows you the items you 

have applied to the character in a list. You can select an item on this list and press remove 

to have it taken off the customization list. 

 

The skin color button allows you to change the base color for that character. 

 

Customization can also be used to have the character look in a different direction. To do 

this select the pupil positions category and select the appropriate view. An easy way to do 

this is to click on the available selections and use the mouse wheel to quickly see the 

different pupil positions and how they look on the preview character. Experiment with the 

different options. Use this to raise eyebrows or change the look of the mouth or nose. 
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Top Tip: Customizations that occur at a particular time stay like that until they are set 

again, so you can have several changes of outfits in one scene. 
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21 Options Screen 
 

 
 

 

Save:  

Saves the current scene that you are working on. 

     

Publish Folder:  

Opens the folder that all published movies are stored using windows explorer. 

 

Expert Mode:  

Check this to enable the advanced features such as camera controls and the scene list. 

This is switched off by default to ease you into the program. 

 

Show Tool Tips:  

Hover the mouse cursor over a button to give information on the function of the button as 

well as any shortcut keys if available. Check this to disable this feature. (On by default). 

 

Character Auto-blinks: 

If this is checked, all characters added will blink at random intervals. (On by default) 
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Show Text Over Icons:  

The icons/buttons used to manipulate objects and the icons/buttons along the bottom of 

the main screen can have text printed on them to help you remember which button does 

what. If this option is checked, that text will appear. As you get familiar with the 

functionality you can turn this option off to make the screen look neater. (On by default). 

 

Show Edit Box When Adding a New Item:  

When you add a new object, it is good to give that object a name to make it easier to find 

later. When you add a new object, a message box automatically pops up asking you to name 

the object you have just added. If you would prefer this message box not to come up, and 

for EZ Animator to assign a default name, then uncheck this option. (On by default). 

 

Duration of Scene:  

If the scene you are working on isn‟t long enough, or is too long, you can change it at any 

time by adjusting the time here. Having a scene too long, for example, set to three 

minutes, when there is only something happening in the first thirty seconds means that 

producing the movie (rendering the movie) needlessly long. In addition, very long scenes 

will require extra processing power, so if your computer is old, it‟s better to limit your 

scene to one or two minutes. 
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22 – Publish and Upload 
 

When you have created your cartoon, you can now render it out to a movie file (.avi) or 

choose to upload it straight to YouTube. 

In order to render it, you will be presented with a lot of settings. You can just hit Publish 

and ignore the settings, but it is best to take a look at them so that you can get the result 

you would like. 

 

NB: The most important part of the setting is getting your codec right – once you 

have set this up once and are happy with it – it will save this information. Your codec 

is the compression method used to create the movie. If you don’t compress the movie 

it will be very large on disk. However – this relies on the compressors installed on 

your computer. They may not all work or be suitable. There are many places on the 

internet to get all in one codecs or any number of suitable compressors.  
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Compress Video:  

Check this option to have your video compressed on the fly when it is being rendered 

(published) to disk. If you don‟t check this, it may make your movie large, and be slower to 

render. 

Video Compressor Options:  

This will list any available compression options that you have set. If you would like to 

choose a new one, select the first item on the list (Choose/Configure) and when you hit 

publish it will prompt you for a codec again. 

Video Resolution:  

This list has a number of available resolutions that you can use to create your movie. 

Remember that the larger the dimensions the larger the movie file will be. 

Hide Speech Bubbles:  

If you only used speech bubbles to create your lip-synch and for reference, and want to 

hide them for the final movie, because you will use audio, then check this. 

Select Audio/Clear Audio:  

Use this button to browse to a WAV file (Note: mp3s are not supported) to act as backing 

music or sound effects. This audio will be merged with the video starting with the first 

frame. If other audio, such as speech was recorded during the scene, it will just merge 

with these and both tracks will be heard. 

Save File As:  

When you select „Load‟ to work on a previous piece, you will be presented with the names of 

the movies – so you can set a meaningful name here to help you to find it again. 

Movie Title:  

When you publish the movie, the title of the movie will appear at the start of the final 

version. This text is what is used to create that title. 

Publish Folder:  

Open up the location on disk that movies are published to, using windows explorer. 
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Publish:  

Click on this to make your movie. This will close the publish window and show something like 

this: 

 

 
 

 

This is the screen that is shown as the movie is rendered. Please do not change the shape 

of this screen as it is rendered or it could corrupt the video. 

  

Top Tip: If you interrupt a video being rendered, it will still be created up to that point. 

 

At any time you can hit stop to cancel (or ESC). 

 

The progress is shown on the title bar as a percentage. 
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When this has finished, you will be presented with the Post-Publish screen: 

NB: You can find this screen again during the steps to load a movie. 

 

 
 

Play: 

Press this to play your new movie. The movie will launch using the default movie player.  

Publish Folder: 

This will open windows explorer in the location that the movies are created on the hard 

drive. 

Upload to YouTube: 

EZ Animator provides you with this mini application to upload your creations straight to 

YouTube. Before you start you will need to have your YouTube login details.  

NOTE: EZ Animator does not remember your YouTube login details so you will have to 

type them in every time. This is for your own safety of information. They get passed 

straight to YouTube just for that instance. 
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You will see this screen: 

 

 
 

Enter your Login Details and hit the Login button.  

The usual details are filled out for you, but you can change them as you see fit.  

 

Don‟t forget to email us a link to any good videos you do. We will feature some of them on 

our own YouTube channel: 

ezanimations 
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FAQs and Trouble-Shooting 
 

For all help, go to the www.ezanimator.com 

  

Question Answer 

How do I find my published 

movies on the disk 

Go to the options screen  

 and press the Publish Folder button. This will 

open windows explorer at the location on disk of your 

movies. 

Can I enter this video into a 

competition? 

Yes – as long as you leave the opening and closing 

credits on the movie that show it was made with EZ 

Animator 

Can I use these graphics outside 

of producing videos with EZ 

Animator  

No – we are happy for you to use the movies in anyway 

you see fit, as long as you credit EZ Animator by 

leaving in the opening credits. 

I want to make a music video for 

my band but I don‟t want those 

credits at the start. 

If this is a video you created for YouTube, send us the 

link and we might put it on our own channel, and if we 

do you can upload it without the opening and closing 

credits screens. This applies only to music videos. 

I would like to use this in our 

school / library. What is the 

licence agreement for that? 

Just buy one copy per computer you use it on and your 

good to go.  

I want to use this to create my 

own DVD – I have no internet 

connection.  

The output of a movie is a physical file on the computer 

that is an AVI – so just grab this and create your DVD. 

There is no internet requirement if you are not 

uploading to a video hosting sight or getting new 

content. 

Can I upload these videos to my 

own YouTube channel?  

Of course – but send us a link and if we like it we might 

host it on our channel and get you more views. 

I have a really good idea for a 

feature for EZ Animator - what 

do I do? 

Send us a mail and we‟ll look at your good idea. 

I want more props and 

characters 

Check our website for expansion packs and new 

characters. 

http://www.ezanimator.com/
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 Shortcut Keys 
 

LEFT MOUSE CLICK Select object under mouse. If several 

objects are near each other, keep clicking 

to cycle through them. 

RIGHT MOUSE CLICK Commit move/scale/rotate.  

     'T' Key will also commit. 

     Tick Icon in top right will also commit 

1 Enter Move Mode (must have object 

selected) 

2 Scale - change size of currently selected 

object 

3 Rotate - rotate currently selected object 

4 Talk - have the character talk (audio or 

speech bubble) 

5 Action - have the character do something 

(walk/ smile etc) 

6 View - if other views of object are available 

keep pressing to show all 

7 Customize/Color - customize the current 

character (change clothes/hair etc) 

8 Attach  - attach object to character that 

will move with them 

9 Pose - change the position of selected 

characters body parts 

0 Face - change the emotion of select 

character 

Q previous second - move timeline to the 

previous second and commit current action 

W previous frame - move timeline to the 

previous frame and commit current action 

E next frame - move timeline to the next 

frame and commit current action 

R next second - move timeline to the next 

second and commit current action 

T Commit (scale, rotate etc) 

ENTER same as clicking on the OK button on any 
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screen 

ARROW UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT In 'Move' mode move selected object  

                          around screen 

L When posing a character - lock the 

currently selected body part (Press L again 

to unlock) 

P Refresh. Forces the application to process 

everything again for the current frame. 

C Reset the canvas view to the default 

position. 

TAB  Shift Focus to next control. 

SHIFT+TAB Shift Focus to previous control. 

SPACE BAR  Same as clicking on a button when it has 

focus. 

BACKSPACE When cutting around a face or object when 

importing a photo or picture, remove the 

selected point. 

F1 Display Help Screen 

F5 Bilinear Filtering off (An effect that 

smoothes edges) 

F8 QuickSave (saves the scene without any 

prompts) 

F9  QuickLoad (loads the last saved scene) 

 

 

 

  

 


